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In every life there comes a
moment of stark realization that,
despite what your brain may tell 
you, your body has limits.

For some people, this moment comes 
when attempting, perhaps failing but 
struggling onward nonetheless, a dra-
matic feat such as scaling Mount Everest 
or running a marathon.

My moment came trying to carry a 
television set.

This simple action might not sound
very life-defining, but I’d never hit that 
wall of realization before, mainly because 
any of my physical attempts have been,
let us say, more on the pedestrian scale.
I’ve never scaled a mountain or run a 
marathon, but I have my talents.

I’ve always prided myself on my abil-
ity to lift heavy objects and to find a way 
to get a physical job done.

When I was younger and
wanted to hang my Bobby Sher-
man posters in a line from floor 
to ceiling, I stacked a chair on
a trunk and pulled a stepladder
on top. I got the posters pinned
to the wall and made it down
safely. It was not the first or last
time I would do that.

As an adult, my ego swelled with the
knowledge I could lift heavy bags of pot-
ting soil and compost without breaking
a sweat.

I developed my strength through
hard work on the farm, where I grew up
tossing bales of hay and straw.

My brother and I had several cows 
that we showed in the county and state 
fairs. Tim used to back the old truck up
to the fence and toss down 50-pound
bags of feed that he expected me to
catch. And I did, because not catching
them meant trying to rake up 50 pounds
of something called beet pulp.

By Angela Hill
ahill@bayareanewsgroup.com

As they’ve done for years, Terry
B. and his dad will go to the So-
noma Drag Races again this sum-
mer. Only this time, his dad will be
going in an urn.

“My dad died in April, and I’m
planning to scatter some of his
ashes out at the races because that 
was a big thing we did together,” 
says Terry, 51, of San Jose, who
asked that his last name not appear
in print — after all, it’s illegal to
scatter human remains without
proper permission, and he doesn’t
want to get in trouble.

That said, he also plans to scatter
a portion at next year’s Redwood
Run biker rally up north of Eureka 
— another event the two always
shared — plus he will place some 
on his sister’s grave in Southern 
California and at his grandparents’ 
gravesites in Watsonville.

Terry’s dad really gets around.
And legal or not, such a scenario

is happening often as more people 
nix customary burial in favor of 
cremation — the national rate is 
about 43 percent, according to the
most recent data from the Crema-
tion Association of North America
(CANA).

Families are finding increasingly 
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Body doesn’t respond 
the way it once did,
and it’s a painful lesson

“You can do pretty much 
the same services as with 
traditional burials if you

want, but a lot of times people 
do their own memorial

services. They’ll go out on
yachts and scatter remains, or
hold gatherings at restaurants

or favorite places.”
— Harley Forrey, general manager

Chapel of the Chimes Funeral Home and 
Chapel of Memories in Oakland 
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Spanish flee
You may think this sounds
like a bunch of bull : On July
26 on the horse track at the
Alameda County Fair-
grounds, a bunch of bulls 
— 40 of them, each weigh-
ing about 1,500 pounds
— will hoof it at 35 mph
right on your heels, if you’re 
one of the  thrill-seekers
willing to pay up to $60 for
the privilege.
It’s The Great Bull Run — in-
spired by the centuries-
old Running of the Bulls
tradition in Spain  — and it’s
been touring 10 U.S. cities
since Mark Cuban invested
in it on “Shark Tank” (www.
thegreatbullrun.com). Six
runs have been held so far,
and “there have been no
deaths,” a fact pointed out
in the news release. Only a
broken wrist and a broken
pelvis. Whew.
Unlike the Spanish event,
in Pleasanton there will be
emergency“cut outs”in the 
fencing where slow runners 
can escape. Plus, bulls
without sharpened horns
have been chosen to reduce
the risk of piercing .Assum-
ing the death rate remains
nil, surviving runners then
can trot over to an adjoining
arena and participate in To-
mato Royale, mimicking yet
another Spanish tradition of 
people smacking each other
with ripe tomatoes in an epic
food fight.They’ll look like 
a bloody mess, but it won’t 
really be gore-y.

JOSIE LEPE/STAFF

Throw money
Weddings can drain the life 
blood from a checking ac-
count. A 2013 survey from
TheKnot.com showed the
average U.S. wedding  costs
nearly $30,000. But why
pay for your own nuptials
when you could have your
guests or even total strang-
ers do it for you?
Yes, begging — I mean, 
crowdfunding — for
weddings is growing in 
popularity through Go-
FundMe campaigns and
dedicated websites such as 
TheCrowdedWedding.com
and Funding4Wedding.com.
Three thoughts: 1) If you’re 
raising money from friends
and family who will attend
the blessed event, and it’s 
clearly in lieu of gifts and it’s
a“let’s all chip in”for a big
party, then maybe.  2) Why 
not just charge admission?
And 3) If you’re crowdfund-
ing from random people, 
why would I want to give you
money? One  couple  inter-
viewed last week on “Good
Morning America”said they
hoped strangers would see 
it as an“investment”in their
future.  Do we get the money 
back if you divorce?
Geez, people, nobody’s
making you throw a big
party. Nobody’s making
you buy an ice sculpture
fountain that squirts  Cham-
pagne out of cherubs’belly
buttons.You are making you
get an ice sculpture fountain 
that squirts  Champagne out
of cherubs’belly buttons.
I recently talked with an
engaged couple who con-
sidered their reception as
a gift to  friends and family
for their love and support.
My money’s on that one.

Follow Angela Hill at
Twitter.com/GiveEmHill.
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BOOKS + AUTHORS
The angry young man in Dave Eggers’
new novel interrogates his half dozen
hostages incessantly, gradually 
revealing much about himself. PAGE 5


